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Let (Y, ,t) be a locally compact dynamical system, where the ,t denotes a con-
tinuous, one parameter semigroup of maps on Y. When each ,t is a
homeomorphism, a nonselfadjoint crossed product algebra is defined as the sub-
algebra of the C*-crossed product C0(Y ) < R supported on t>0; when each ,t is
only continuous, the crossed product C0(Y ) < R+ can still be defined. The ideal
structure of such an algebra is determined in the case where the semigroup action
is the suspension of a discrete, free action on a smaller space X. A generalization
of EffrosHahn is given, whereby one may find a meet-irreducible ideal over any
arc closure in Y. The meet-irreducible ideals form a topological space in the hull-
kernel topology, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed sets in
this space and closed ideals in the algebra. A subset of this space is homeomorphic
to the space of finite arcs in the subarc topology. The irrational flow algebra is con-
sidered as a special case.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
A familiar problem in the study of operator algebras involves determin-
ing what information is contained in a certain algebra constructed from the
action of a group on a space. This problem has its roots in group represen-
tation theory, where the irreducible representations of a group G may be
analyzed by the knowledge of representations of a normal subgroup N and
the action of G on N; this question was largely answered in the 1958 paper
by Mackey [13]. More generally, this problem can be phrased in terms of
understanding a dynamical system by examining the algebra of operators
constructed as the crossed product of the group with the C*-algebra it acts
on (see [16] or [20] for a survey of these developments, and [17] for a
comprehensive approach).
When a group acts on a C*-algebra, one may build a crossed product
as the C*-algebraic completion of a certain convolution algebra of functions
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from the group into the C*-algebra; this crossed product can also be
defined as a certain universal algebra encoding information about the
covariant representations of the dynamical system. Some information is
lost, however, for two non-isomorphic dynamical systems may have
isomorphic C*-crossed products, thus one is led to the question of what is
the equivalence relation on dynamical systems determined by the C*-
isomorphism. Recent works by Giordano, Herman, Putnam and Skau (e.g.,
[6, 9]) show that for minimal Cantor systems, this is precisely topological
orbit equivalence, and is closely related to theK-theory for the algebras. On the
other hand, Wang has shown in [23] that for continuous flows on the plane,
C*-isomorphism is even weaker than topological orbit equivalence.
Thus one asks whether a stronger equivalence may be obtained by
changing the algebra under consideration. Beginning with work by
Arveson [1], Arveson and Johnson [2], and later by McAsey, Muhly,
Peters and others (e.g. [14, 18, 19]), there has been considerable progress
in relating the structure of these nonselfadjoint algebras to the structure of
the dynamical system. For instance, in [11, 12], nonselfadjoint algebra
isomorphism for certain flows implies topological orbit equivalence, which
in contrast to the result in [23] shows that the nonselfadjoint algebra con-
tains more information about the dynamical system. These nonselfadjoint
crossed products can be defined even when a semigroup is acting; another
approach is to define a different type of C*-crossed product for semigroup
actions, analogous to the Cuntz algebra construction, as suggested in [21].
The most basic question about the structure of an algebra relates to its
set of ideals. For C*-algebras, the primitive ideals say it all, for every ideal
is the intersection of primitive ideals; indeed, the primitive ideals form a
topological space in the Jacobson topology, and there is a one-to-one
correspondence between closed sets in this space and ideals in the algebra.
When the C*-algebra under consideration is a crossed product arising from
a dynamical system, there is a particularly nice description of the primitive
ideal space in terms of the topological structure of orbits in the dynamical
system, as shown by Williams in [22]. Indeed, this is a generalization of
the Mackey machine for groups; Effros and Hahn suggested in their paper
[5] that the process of inducing an irreducible representation for the
crossed product A < G from an irreducible representation of the algebra A
should work much more generally. In particular, in the case of a free action
of a group on a space, one expects a one-to-one correspondence between
orbit closures in the space, and primitive ideals in the crossed product.
Gootman and Rosenberg show in [7] that this is indeed the case, in con-
siderable generality, for C*-crossed products.
For nonselfadjoint cross products, the situation is not as well under-
stood. Significantly, a nonselfadjoint algebra may not have any primitive
ideals, despite having a very rich ideal structure. Thus one needs some
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replacement for the primitive ideal space; it is not clear what this should be.
The choice, of course, should be some relatively small subset of ideals
which is rich enough to describe in a simple way all the ideals. If it has a
topology, so much the better. A particularly useful result would relate the
ideal structure to natural structures on the underlying dynamical system.
Some progress has been made in understanding the ideal structure for
these nonselfadjoint crossed products. For a free, discrete action of the
positive integers on a space X, in [19] Peters describes the set of ideals in
the nonselfadjoint crossed product via sequences of closed sets in X, satisfy-
ing certain containment properties. The present author applied these results
in [12] to find that every ideal in the discrete crossed product can be
described as the intersection of a small class of ideals, called the finite
n-primitive ideals. Precisely, these ideals are the kernels of finite dimensional
representations whose lattice of invariant subspaces form a nest. In fact,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between finite n-primitive ideals and
finite arcs on the underlying space X of the dynamical system; moreover,
the set of finite n-primitive ideals is a topological space under the Jacobson
topology, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed sets in
this topological space and ideals in the crossed product. This represents a
certain generalization of EffrosHahn to nonselfadjoint crossed products;
analogous results for free, continuous flows also appear in [12], with the
restriction that the flows are essentially parallel.
The present work examines, as a test case, these same nonselfadjoint
crossed products when the flow is far from parallel; in particular, when the
orbits are dense. For technical reasons, we consider here the case where the
continuous flow arises as the suspension of a discrete action; unlike the
group case, the crossed product so obtained is more complicated than
simply ‘‘tensoring up by the compacts.’’ Some reassuring results appear,
namely that there is indeed a special set of ideals that form a topological
space, in one-to-one correspondence with finite arcs on the underlying
space, such that closed sets in this space are in one-to-one correspondence
with ideals in the algebra. This special set is a subspace of the topological
space of meet-irreducible ideals in the lattice of all ideals of the algebra,
and is homeomorphic to the space of finite arcs in a natural topology. This
point of view is suggestive, giving some hope that this will provide a
methodology for understanding more general nonselfadjoint crossed
product algebras.
The term meet-irreducibility is a lattice theoretic concept; T. D. Hudson
has considered in [10] the lattice of ideals for triangular AF algebras, with
emphasis on the join-irreducible elements. It is interesting that the opposite
notion of irreducibility should be useful here.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section I defines the general notion
of the nonselfadjoint crossed product algebra that arises from the action of
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a continuous semigroup of *-endomorphisms on a C*-algebra. Section II
restricts attention to actions that arise from a single surjective map on a
locally compact space, and its suspension to a continuous flow. Section III
gives a complete description of the ideals for the continuous crossed
product in terms of bimodules over a field of triangular algebras;
Section IV develops the necessary tools to distinguish such bimodules.
Section V introduces a non-Hausdorff topological space which describes
the set of finite arcs in the general case of a free action of the positive reals.
Section VI then uses this space in the special case of a suspended flow to
show a one-to-one correspondence between ideals in the continuous
crossed product and closed sets in the finite arc space; the meet-irreducible
ideals inherit this topology in a natural way. Finally, Section VII applies
these general results to the case of irrational flow on a two-torus.
I thank Ian Putnam for pointing out that the constructions used in this
work, originally developed in the special case of the irrational flow on a
two-torus, could be applied much more generally.
I. SEMIDYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
A C*-semidynamical system is a triple (A, 7, :) where A is a C*-algebra,
7 a closed subsemigroup of a locally compact group with left invariant
Haar measure ds, and : a continuous homomorphism of 7 into the
topological semigroup of *-endomorphisms of A, equipped with the topol-
ogy of pointwise norm convergence. That is, for each element a in A, the
map t [ :t(a) from 7 into A is norm continuous. We assume throughout
this development that A and 7 are separable, and that :0 is the identity
map.
In defining the semicrossed product algebra of (A, 7, :) it is convenient
to assume 7 is a regularly closed subset of an abelian group; in fact, the
present work concerns only the semigroups of non-negative integers Z+
and non-negative reals R+. However, the notion of a semicrossed product
is more general (see [14, 18]).
Let K(7, A) denote the vector space of continuous functions F: 7  A
with compact support; as a notational convenience, let Fs denote the value
of F at s. This vector space becomes an associative algebra under the con-
volution defined by
(F V G)t=|
7 & (t&7)
:s(Ft&s) Gs ds
=|
7 & (t&7)
:t&s(Fs) Gt&s ds.
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Given an irreducible V-representation ? of the C*-algebra A on some
Hilbert space H, define a representation ?~ of the algebra K(7, A) on the
Hilbert space L2(7, H) of square integrable functions from 7 to H by
(?~ (F ) !)(t)=|
7 & (t&7)
?(:t&s(Fs)) !(t&s) ds,
where F is a function in K(7, A), ! is in the Hilbert space L2(7, H), and
t is a point in 7. A norm is thus defined on K(7, A) by
&F&=sup[&?~ (F )&: ? # Irr(A)], F # K(7, A).
The completion of the algebra K(7, A) with respect to this norm is called
the semicrossed product of A with 7 and is denoted A < 7.
Formally, one may consider K(7, A) as the algebra generated by smear-
ing elements of A with a semigroup [Ut : t # 7] of universal isometries
satisfying the covariance relation
aUt=Ut:t(a), all a # A, t # 7.
A function F in K(7, A) acts as the formal operator
|
7
UsFs ds,
from which the convolution formula may be derived. When 7 is a discrete
semigroup, the integral is written as a sum  UsFs ; when 7=Z+, observe
the Un are just powers of a fixed isometry U. Thus F, as an element of the
crossed product A < Z+, is identified as a finite sum of elements UnFn .
The representation ?~ is obtained by integrating up a covariant represen-
tation ?~ of the pair (A, [Ut : t # 7]) defined by
(?~ (a) !)(s)=?(:s(a)) !(s)
(?~ (Ut) !)(s)={!(s&t),0,
if s&t # 7
otherwise,
for any element a in A, vector ! in L2(7, H), and points s, t in 7. As dis-
cussed in [18], one could consider building a crossed product algebra from
a semigroup of isometries [Vt : t # 7] satisfying the opposite covariance
relation, namely
Vt a=:t(a) Vt , all a # A, t # 7,
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but one loses faithfulness of covariant representations of (A, [Vt]). Thus
we adopt the same choice as in [18, 19].
II. LIFTING DISCRETE ACTIONS
Let ,: X  X be a proper continuous map of a locally compact
metrizable space X. When , is in fact a homeomorphism, there is a space
Y and a flow on Y so that the C*-algebra C0(Y ) < R is isomorphic to the
algebra C0(X ) < Z tensored with the compacts. The space Y and corre-
sponding group action are obtained by lifting the discrete action to a flow
using the classical ‘‘flow built under constant functions’’ (see [8]). We now
develop a similar, but not exactly analogous, result for the nonselfadjoint
algebras C0(Y ) < R+ and C0(X ) < Z+.
To begin, first define a locally compact space Y as the product space
X_[0, 1] modulo the equivalence relation (x, 1)t(,(x), 0). For each real
number s0 define a map ,s : Y  Y via
,s(x, t)=(,n(x), s+t&n), (x, t) # X_[0, 1]t,
where n is the unique integer satisfying ns+t<n+1. Note the ,s are
continuous and proper maps of Y into Y and induce a continuous semi-
group of *-endomorphism [:t : t0] on the C*-algebra C0(Y ) given by
:t( f )=f b ,t .
Thus (C0(Y ), R+, :) is a C*-semidynamical system, called the continuous
semidynamical system obtained by suspension of the discrete action
,: X  X ; this system yields a semicrossed product C0(Y ) < R+.
Unlike the case for groups, as discussed in [8], this crossed product
C0(Y ) < R+ is somewhat less than the discrete crossed product C0(X ) < Z+
tensored by the compacts. To be precise, let K denote the algebra of com-
pact linear operators on the space L2[0, 1] of square integrable functions
on the real interval [0, 1], and V the Volterra subalgebra of lower tri-
angular compact operators on L2[0, 1] defined as
V=[k # K : kL2[t, 1]L2[t, 1], for all 0t1].
Let C0(X, K) denote the C*-algebra of continuous functions f : X  K
vanishing at infinity and define ;: Z+  End(C0(X, K)) as the semigroup
of *-endomorphisms given by
;n( f )=f b ,n, f # C0(X, K).
Now (C0(X, K), Z+, ;) is a C*-semidynamical system with crossed
product C0(X, K) < Z+. Considering this crossed product as the completion
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of the algebra K(Z+, C0(X, K)) in the crossed product norm, let
C0(X, K) <0 Z+ denote the norm closure in C0(X, K) < Z+ of the sub-
algebra K0(Z+, C0(X, K)) defined as
K0(Z+, C0(X, K))=[F # K(Z+, C0(X, K)) : F0 # C0(X, V)];
intuitively, C0(X, K) <0 Z+ is the subalgebra whose zeroth order terms are
lower triangular. It is not hard to see that the subalgebra C0(X, K) <0 Z+
is strictly smaller that the crossed product C0(X, K) < Z+. The following
basic result links the discrete crossed product to the crossed product of the
suspended flow.
Theorem II.1. C0(Y ) < R+ is isometrically isomorphic to C0(X, K) <0 Z+.
Proof. We will map K(R+, C0(Y )) isometrically onto a dense sub-
algebra of K0(Z+, C0(X, K)) using an algebra isomorphism, then extend
to the completion. Define a map \ from K(R+, C0(Y )) to
K0(Z+, C0(X, K)) as follows: for each function F in K(R+, C0(Y )), let
\(F )n be the function in C0(X, K) whose value at any x in X is the com-
pact operator \(F )n (x) with HilbertSchmidt kernel on [0, 1)_[0, 1)
given by
K[u, v]#\(F )n (x)[u, v]={Fn+u&v(x, v),0,
if n+u&v0
otherwise,
at any coordinates u, v in [0, 1). (The pair (x, v) is identified as an element
of Y.) The map \ is clearly linear; by joint continuity of F, each function
\(F )n is continuous on X and vanishes at infinity, hence is in C0(X, K);
observe at n=0 the operator \(F )0 (x) is lower triangular for each x in X
so \(F )0 is in C0(X, V), thus \(F ) lies in K0(Z+, C0(X, K)). Finally, by
density of the HilbertSchmidt operators with continuous kernels in K, we
note the range of \ is dense in K0(Z+, C0(X, K)).
To see that \ is multiplicative, one computes directly the value of the
HilbertSchmidt kernel at any x in X, at coordinates u, v in [0, 1). It is
convenient to assume F, G in K(R+, C0(Y )) are zero-extended to all of R
(i.e., set Fs=Gs=0 for s<0); then
\(F V G)n (x)[u, v]=(F V G)n+u&v (x, v)
=|
R
:s(Fn+u&v&s) Gs ds(x, v)
=|
R
Fn+u&v&s(,s(x, v)) Gs(x, v) ds
=|
R
Fn+u&v&s(,s+v(x, 0)) Gs(x, v) ds,
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then change variables s [ s&v+n&m, where m is an integer index, yielding
=:
m
|
1
0
Fm+u&s(,n&m+s(x, 0)) Gs&v+n&m(x, v) ds
=:
m
|
1
0
Fm+u&s(,n&m(x), s) Gs&v+n&m(x, v) ds.
Now we recognize in the integral the functions \(F )m and \(G)n&m , so we
continue
=:
m
|
1
0
\(F )m (,n&m(x))[u, s] \(G)n&m (x)[s, v] ds
where the integral over s is just the multiplication of HilbertSchmidt ker-
nels, thus
=:
m
[\(F )m (,n&m(x)) \(G)n&m (x)][u, v]
=_:m ;n&m(\(F )m) \(G)n&m& (x)[u, v]
=[\(F ) V \(G)]n (x)[u, v].
This is true for all arguments n, x, u, v hence \(F V G)=\(F ) V \(G) and so
\ is multiplicative.
To see that \ is an isometry, observe first that the irreducible representa-
tions of C0(Y ) are just pointwise evaluation at some yt(x, r) in the
quotient space X_[0, 1]t, say ?(x, r)( f )=f (x, r) for all f in C0(Y ).
Hence the induced covariant representations of (C0(Y ), [Ut]) are given by
(?~ (x, r)( f ) !)(s)=f (,s(x, r)) !(s)
=f (,s+r(x, 0)) !(s)
and
(?~ (x, r)(Ut) !)(s)={!(s&t)0
s&t0
s&t<0,
for all f # C0(Y ), t, s0 and ! # L2[0, ]. Thus the representation ?~ (x, r) is
unitarily equivalent, via a shift on [0, ], to the compression of the
representation ?~ (x, 0) onto the subspace L2[r, ]. Hence in computing the
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norm on K(R+, C0(Y )) it suffices to use only the irreducible representa-
tions of the form ?(x, 0) , consequently
&F&=sup[&?~ (x, 0)(F )&: x # X], F # K(R+, C0(Y )).
Since there is essentially only one irreducible representation of the com-
pacts, the irreducible representations of C0(X, K) are just the pointwise
evaluation of f # C0(X, K) as an operator on L2[0, 1], say ?x( f )=
f (x) # B(L2[0, 1]). Thus, with ?~ x denoting the induced representation on
l 2(Z+, L2[0, 1]) we obtain
&\(F )&=sup[&?~ x(\(F ))&: x # X], F # K(R+, C0(Y )).
Partitioning the positive reals into unit intervals induces an obvious
unitary equivalence between the Hilbert spaces l 2(Z+, L2[0, 1]) and
L2[0, ], from which a straightforward calculation shows a unitary equiv-
alence of operators
?~ (x, 0)(F )&?~ x(\(F )),
and so &?~ (x, 0)(F )&=&?~ x(\(F ))&, for any x in X. Taking the supremum
over all x in X yields
&F&=&\(F )&, F # K(R+, C0(Y )),
and thus \ is an isometry of K(R+, C0(Y )) onto a dense subset of
K0(Z+, C0(X, K)). Extend \ by density to conclude the proof. K
III. IDEALS OF THE DISCRETE CROSSED PRODUCT
As in Section II, let ,: X  X be a proper, continuous map of a locally
compact, metrizable space; in this section we include the assumption that
, is both surjective and free (that is, there are no periodic points). We will
describe the ideals of the crossed product C0(X, K) < Z+ and its ‘‘tri-
angular part’’ C0(X, K) <0 Z+ following a technique used to find the ideals
of C0(X ) < Z+, as developed by Peters in [19].
Observe first that the algebra Cb(X ) of complex-valued, continuous,
bounded functions on X lies in the multiplier algebras of C0(X, K) and
C0(X, V) under the pointwise product
(g f )(x)=( fg)(x)=f (x) g(x) all f # C0(X, K), g # Cb(X ),
for if [vn]n=1 is a bounded approximate identity for K lying in V, then
g f=lim(gvn) f, where gvn is the function in C0(X, V) given by
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(gvn)(x)=g(x) vn . Thus multiplication by g # Cb(X ) extends to an
element of the multiplier algebras of both K(Z+, C0(X, K)) and
K0(Z+, C0(X, V)) under the left and right multiplication rules
g \ :
N
n=0
Unfn+=: U n(g b ,n) fn
\ :
N
n=0
Unfn+ g=: U n( fn } g),
and hence g # Cb(X ) lies in the multiplier algebras of the completions
C0(X, K) < Z+ and C0(X, K) <0 Z+, respectively.
We now mention three key lemmas, which are generalizations of Lem-
mas III.1, III.2, III.3 in [19], replacing the algebra C0(X ) with C0(X, K).
The notation Cc(X ) and Cc(X, K) indicates the subspaces of functions in
C0(X ) and C0(X, K) respectively, with compact support.
Lemma III.1. Let hi , ki be functions in Cb(X ), 1im with
mi=1 |hi (x)|
21, mi=1 |ki (x)|
21 for all x in X. If Fi # C0(X, K)_Z+,
1im, then
" :
m
i=1
hi Fiki"supi &Fi&.
Lemma III.2. For each F in K(Z+, Cc(X, K)) and integer N0, there
exists some integer m0 and functions hi in Cc(X ), 1im, such that if
F=nk=0 U
kfk , then
:
m
i=1
hiFhi b ,N=UNfN .
Lemma III.3. For each integer n0 there is a linear projection
Pn : C0(X, K) < Z+  C0(X, K) with the following properties:
(1) Pn( fF )=f b ,nPn(F ) and Pn(Ff )=Pn(F ) f for all F in
C0(X, K) < Z+ and all f in either C0(X ) or C0(X, K);
(2) &Pn(F )&&F&, for all F in C0(X, K) < Z+;
(3) If F=Nn=0 U
nFn , then Pn(F )=Fn ; in general, if F is in
C0(X, K) < Z+, then F&Nn=0 U
nPn(F ) is in U N+1(C0(X, K) < Z+).
Proof. These lemmas are exactly as in [19], but with the algebra C0(X )
replaced by C0(X, K). They can be proved analogously as in [19], or by
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quoting those results and tensoring up by K. For completeness, we con-
struct a proof of the first lemma a la Peters. Let G=m1 hiFiki and choose
!, ’ in l 2(Z+, L2[0, 1]) with !=(!n)n=0 and ’=(’n)

n=0 , such that
&!&=&’&=1. Then for any irreducible representation ?x of C0(X, K) we
compute
(?~ x(G) !, ’)=:
m
1
(?~ x(hi Fiki) !, ’)
=: (?~ x(Fi) ?~ x(ki) !, ?~ (hi) ’)
=\_
?~ x(F1)
& _
!1
& , _
’1
&+ ,. . . b b?~ x(Fm) !m ’m
where !i=?~ x(ki) !=(ki (x) !0 , ki b ,(x) !1 , ki b ,2(x) !2 , ...), so for any com-
ponent one has &!i&2= n=0 |ki b ,n(x)| 2 &!n &2, hence
:
m
i=1
&!i&2= :
m
i=1
:

n=0
|ki b ,n(x)| 2 &!n&2
= :

n=0 \ :
m
i=1
|ki b ,n(x)| 2+ &!n&2
 :

n=0
&!n&21.
Thus the vector [!1, ..., !m] in l 2(Z+, L2[0, 1])m has norm at most one, as
does the vector [’1, ..., ’m]. Thus
&?~ x(G)&" _
?~ x(F1)
& "supi &?~ x(Fi)&.. . . ?~ x(Fm)
The lemma now follows by taking suprema over all x in X.
To prove Lemma III.2, it is easiest to note Peters shows the results in
[19] for functions F in K(Z+, Cc(X)), where the choice of m and functions
hi depend only on the support of the functions fk ; thus the lemma is clearly
true for elementary tensors Fk in K(Z+, Cc(X, K)), where one inter-
prets the elementary tensor as a function on Z+ taking values in Cc(X, K)
with
(Fk)n (x)=Fn(x) k.
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By linearity, the lemma is true for finite linear combinations of such
elementary tensors with fixed support; such combinations are dense in
K(Z+, Cc(X, K)), thus the result is true by completion.
The proof of Lemma III.3 is as for Lemma III.2. K
Note the projection Pn can be defined by
UnPn(F )=
1
2? |
2?
0
{t(F ) e&int dt, F # C0(X, K) < Z+,
where {t is the continuous extension of the automorphism on
K(Z+, C0(X, K)) to C0(X, K) < Z+ given by
{t \ :
N
n=0
UnFn+= :
N
n=0
U neintFn , for any F # K(Z+, C0(X, K)).
With these projections Pn in hand, the lower triangular semicrossed
product C0(X, K) <0 Z+ can be identified more precisely as a certain sub-
algebra of C0(X, K) < Z+.
Theorem III.4. Let F # C0(X, K) < Z+. Then F # C0(X, K) <0 Z+ if
and only if P0(F ) # C0(X, V).
Proof. ‘‘Only if ’’ is clear, for when F # K0(Z+, C0(X, K)), then
F=Nn=0 U
nFn where F0 is in C0(X, V). Thus P0(F )=F0 is in C0(X, V)
and the result follows by completion.
Conversely, if P0(F ) is in C0(X, V), then the partial sums SN=
Nn=0 U
nPn(F ) are in K0(Z+, C0(X, K)) and thus the Cesa ro means
1(N+1) Nn=0 Sn are in K0(Z
+, C0(X, K)) and converge to F (see [18,
Remark IV.2]). Hence F is in C0(X, K) <0 Z+. K
Theorem III.5. Let ,: X  X be a proper, continuous, surjective, and
free map, and J a closed, two-sided ideal in either C0(X, K) < Z+ or
C0(X, K) <0 Z+. Then F # J implies UnPn(F ) # J, for all n0.
Proof. For an ideal of algebra C0(X, K) < Z+, this is just
Theorem III.4 of [19], tensored up by K, so the interesting case is for
ideals of the triangular algebra C0(X, K) <0 Z+. The same proof works for
both.
Observe for any g in C0(X ), the multiplication action of g leaves J
invariant. That is, since the algebra of compacts K has a bounded
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approximate identity lying in V, say [vn]n=0 , then gvn # C0(X, V)
C0(X, K) <0 Z+ leaves J invariant. Then, for any F # J, as n  , observe
(gvn) F  gF
F(gvn)  Fg;
since J is closed, one concludes gF and Fg are in J.
Again, following Peters’ method, let F # J and assume there is a compact
set K such that each fn=Pn(F ) # C0(X, K) is supported on the set K,
n=0, 1, 2, ... . (If necessary, replace F by Fu, some u # Cc(X ), 0u1; the
full result follows by letting u run over an approximate identity for C0(X ).)
Write F=F $+F" where F $=Nn=0 U
nfn and F"=F&F $, for N some fixed
(but arbitrary) integer. By Lemma III.2, there are functions hi in Cc(X ),
1im, such that i hiF $hi b ,N=UNfN . Thus
:
m
i=1
hiFhi b ,N=UNfN+FN ,
where FN=mi=0 hiFi"hi b ,
N is an element of UN+1(C0(X, K) <0 Z+) and
Pn(FN) is supported on K, for all n.
Given =>0 there exists G in K0(Z+, C0(X, K)), G=Mn=N+1 U
nGn ,
supp GnK for all k, such that &FN&G&<=. Apply Lemma III.2 to
UNfN+G to find functions ki in C0(X ), 0ki1, for all 1ip, with
 pi=1 ki (x)
2=1, for all x in X, with  kiGki b ,N=0. Now U NfN+FN is in
J, as is
:
p
i=1
ki (UNfN+FN) ki b ,N=UNfN+: kiFNki b ,N.
Estimate
" :
p
i=1
ki FNki b ,N"
=" :
p
i=1
ki (FN&G) ki b ,N+ :
p
i=1
kiGki b ,N"
" :
p
i=1
ki (FN&G) ki b ,N"+" :
p
i=1
kiGki b ,N"
&FN&G&+0<=.
Since J is closed, taking =  0 yields UNfN=U NPN(F ) as an element
of J. K
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It turns out the images Pn(J) determine the ideals. For J a closed, two-
sided ideal of either C0(X, K) < Z+ or C0(X, K) <0 Z+, let Jn=Pn(J) and
J$=[F # C0(X, K) < Z+ : Pn(F ) # Pn(J), for all n0].
Corollary III.6. J=J$.
Proof. Clearly JJ$. To see the reverse inclusion, let J n=
[ f # C0(X, K): Unf # J ]. Now f # J n implies Unf # J, hence by the theorem,
f=Pn(U nf ) # Jn . Thus J nJn . Conversely, f # Jn implies f=Pn(F) for
some F # J and hence Unf=UnPn(F ) # J by the theorem, so f # J n . Thus
Jn=J n .
Consequently, if F # J$, then Pn(F) # Jn=J n so U nPn(F ) # J, thus the par-
tial sums Nn=0 U
nPn(F ) are in J. The element F, being the limit of the
Cesa ro sums (averages of the partial sums) thus lies in J. So J=J$. K
The subsets JnC0(X, K) defined above characterize the ideal J;
however, they are not arbitrary. For instance, by Lemma III.4, if J is an
ideal in C0(X, K) <0 Z+, one has that J0C0(X, V). Moreover, since
Jn=J n=[ f # C0(X, K): Un f # J ], it is clear that Jn is a closed linear sub-
space of C0(X, K) and in fact is a bimodule over C0(X, V). That is, one
may observe f in Jn and g in C0(X, V) implies U nf is in J, thus Un(g f )=
(g b ,n) U nf is in J, as is Un( fg)=(U nf ) g. Consequently, fg and g f are
both in Jn .
Finally, if Unf is in J then both Un+1f and UnfU=Un+1( f b ,) are in J,
so one has that f # Jn implies f, f b , # Jn+1 . That is,
JnJn+1 & ;(Jn+1), for all n0. (*)
Conversely, if (Jn)n=0 is any sequence of closed subsets of C0(X, K)
which are bimodules over C0(X, V) satisfying (*) and J0C0(X, V), then
the space J=[F # C0(X, K) < Z+: Pn(F ) # Jn] is closed under left and
right multiplication by the element U, by functions f # C0(X, V), and by
elements of the form Ug, for any g # C0(X, K), hence it is a closed, two-
sided ideal in C0(X, K) <0 Z+. This proves:
Theorem III.7. Let , : X  X be a continuous, proper, surjective, and
free map. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed, two-
sided ideals J in C0(X, K) <0 Z+ and sequences (Jn)n=0 of closed bimodules
in C0(X, K) over C0(X, V) satisfying (*) and J0C0(X, V).
Thus, one has a complete description of the ideals of C0(X, K) <0 Z+ in
terms of sequences of bimodules over C0(X, V), and hence in principle
a description of the ideals in the isometrically isomorphic algebra
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C0(Y) < R+ obtained by suspension of the discrete action. The next three
sections will give a more natural description of the ideals in terms of struc-
tures on the space Y.
It is worth noting that the same observations above prove the following:
Theorem III.8. Let ,: X  X be a continuous, proper, surjective, and
free map. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed, two-
sided ideals J in C0(X, K) < Z+ and sequences (Jn)n=0 of closed ideals in
C0(X, K) satisfying (*).
Of course, the closed ideals in C0(X, K) are in one-to-one corres-
pondence with closed sets in X, the ideal equaling all functions vanishing
on a given set. Thus this last theorem is a straightforward generalization of
Theorem III.5 of [19], tensored up by K.
IV. SUBMODULES OF C0(X, K)
The key building blocks in describing the ideal structure of
C0(X, K) <0 Z+ are the closed linear subspaces of C0(X, K) which are
bimodules over the algebra C0(X, V), with pointwise product as the
module action; for simplicity, we call these spaces the submodules of
C0(X, K). In this section we develop some features which distinguish dif-
ferent submodules, to be used in Section VI.
Recall the Volterra algebra V is defined as the norm closed algebra of
compact operators on the Hilbert space L2[0, 1] which leave invariant the
nest of subspaces [L2[t, 1]: 0t1]; by the Erdos Density Theorem (see
[4, Theorem 3.10]), the lattice of invariant subspaces for V is exactly the
same nest of subspaces.
If SK is a norm closed bimodule over V, (i.e. VSV=S) then for
each 0t1, the closure of the subspace SL2[t, 1] is invariant under V,
so there exists some number 0(t)1 with SL2[t, 1]=L2[(t), 1]. The
map : [0, 1]  [0, 1] so defined satisfies certain elementary properties.
Namely, since SL2[1, 1]=S0=0, one has trivially that (1)=1;
moreover, since t1t2 if and only if L2[t1 , 1]$L2[t2 , 1], it is clear that
t1t2 implies (t1)(t2); by continuity of multiplication by S on
increasing families of subspaces, one obtains (inf tk)=inf (tk) for any
family of points tk . Thus  is a right continuous order homomorphism of
[0, 1] with (1)=1.
Conversely, given any such order homomorphism , the closed linear
space
S=[k # K: kL2[t, 1]L2[(t), 1], all 0t1]
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is a bimodule over V. An easy calculation with HilbertSchmidt operators
shows SL2[t, 1]=L2[(t), 1]. In fact this correspondence between
bimodules and order homomorphisms is one-to-one.
Theorem IV.1. Every norm closed V-bimodule S has the form S=S ,
where  is a right continuous order homomorphism of [0, 1], with (1)=1,
given by SL2[t, 1]=L2[(t), 1].
Proof. Clearly SS , so to show the reverse inclusion, fix some k in
S . Observe that if !’* is a rank one operator in V for some
!, ’ # L2[0, 1], then by Lemma 3.7 of [4], there is some index t with ! in
L2[t, 1] and ’ in L2[t, 1]==L2[0, t]. Then k! is in L2[(t), 1]=
SL2[t, 1] so there exist operators kn in S with kn! converging to k! in
norm. Hence kn(!’*)=(kn!)’* converges to (k!)’* in norm, and
thus k!’* is in S.
Consequently, for every finite sum vn of rank one operators in V, one
has kvn in S; choosing the vn to form a bounded approximate identity for
the algebra of compacts shows kvn converges to k in norm, and so k is in
S. Thus S=S . K
Remark. The proof of this theorem is essentially that of Theorem 16.6
of [4], where the weak*-closed bimodules of a nest algebra are described;
in fact the above result may be attained directly from [4] by observing
that while the double dual of the compacts K is B(H), the double dual
of V is the nest algebra alg(lat(V)). Thus a norm closed subspace of K
is a bimodule over V if and only if its weak* closure is a bimodule over
alg(lat(V)). Also observe our notation is slightly different than in [4],
where Davidson describes a map , which acts directly on the nest of
invariant subspaces, while our  acts on the parameter space [0, 1]. Thus
Davidson has , left continuous with ,(0)=0, while here we have  right
continuous and (1)=1.
We give a simple criterion for distinguishing two different submodules of
K. Let P[t1 , t2] denote the orthogonal projection of L
2[0, 1] onto the sub-
space L2[t1 , t2].
Corollary IV.2. Let S 1{S 2 be two distinct norm closed V-bimodules
in K. Then there exist some numbers 0t1<1 and 0<t21 such that
exactly one of the two subspaces
P[0, t2] S
iP[t1 , 1] , i=1, 2,
is the zero subspace.
Proof. Write S i=Si , where i is the right continuous order
homomorphism of [0, 1] described in the theorem, with i (1)=1. Since
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S 1{S 2, one has 1{2 and so there exists some 0t1<1 with 1(t1){
2(t1). Without loss of generality, assume 1(t1) is smaller, and let t2=
2(t1)>1(t1)0.
Now S 1L2[t1 , 1]=L2[1(t1), 1] * L2[t2 , 1] and so the space of vectors
P[0, t2] S
1L2[t1 , 1] is nonzero, hence the space of operators P[0, t2] S
1P[t1 , 1]
is nonzero.
On the other hand, S 2L2[t1 , 1]L2[2(t1), 1]=L2[t2 , 1] and hence
P[0, t2] S
2P[t1 , 1] contains only the zero operator. K
We now consider continuous fields of V-bimodules. Namely, let X be a
locally compact metrizable space, let C0(X, V) be the algebra of con-
tinuous functions f : X  V vanishing at infinity, and C0(X, K) the Banach
space of continuous functions f : X  K vanishing at infinity, which is of
course a bimodule over C0(X, V) under left and right pointwise multiplica-
tion.
Given a subset SC0(X, K), its closed fibre at a point x in X is the
closure of its values at x, namely Sx=cl[ f (x): f # S]. Just as in the case of
ideals in a continuous field of algebras, the submodules of C0(X, K) are
determined by their fibres. The following theorem is a generalization of
Theorem V.26.1 in [15] to include continuous fields of bimodules.
Theorem IV.3. Let SC0(X, K) be a closed bimodule over C0(X, V).
Let Sx=cl[ f (x): f # S] be the closed fibre of S over x # X. Then
S=[ f # C0(X, K): f (x) # Sx , for all x # X].
Proof. We observe first that the bimodule S is closed under pointwise
multiplication by functions in C0(X), for if f # S, and g # C0(X), let [vn]n=0
be a bounded approximate identity for K lying in V, and set gn(x)=
g(x) vn . Thus each function gn is in C0(X, V), hence the product fgn lies in
S, as does its limit lim fgn=fg=g f.
Let f # C0(X, K) with f (x) # Sx , for all x # X. Fix u # C0(X), 0u1,
with compact support. We will show uf in in S, hence taking limits as
u  1, we obtain f # S and the theorem follows.
Fix =>0. For each x # X, there exists some gx # S with | gx(x)&f (x)|<=.
By continuity, there is some neighbourhood Ox of x with
| gx(x$)&f (x$)|<= for all x$ # Ox . Assume further that each Ox is bounded
away from infinity. The open sets cover the support of u, so by compact-
ness, there is a finite subcover Ox1 , ..., Oxn . Let :1 , ..., :n be a partition of
unity subordinate to the subcover, then
} :
n
j=1
:j (x) u(x) gxj (x)&u(x) f (x) }<=, for all x # X.
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Since S is closed under multiplication by elements of C0(X ), the linear
combination  :jugxj is in S ; letting =  0 shows uf is in S and thus by the
comment in last paragraph, f is in S. K
Corollary IV.4. Two submodules S 1, S 2 of C0(X, K) over C0(X, V)
are different if and only if S 1x {S
2
x for some X # X.
Remark. Although we will not use the following observations in this
paper, note it is possible to give a complete description of bimodules in
C0(X, K) over C0(X, V) using the techniques of Section VI. We observe
that the set of bimodules form a lattice under the operations of closed
linear span (join) and intersection (meet). A bimodule S is defined as meet-
irreducible if it cannot be written in the form S=S1 & S2 for any two
bimodules S1{S, S2{S. One can show that every closed bimodule in
C0(X, K) is equal to the intersection of the meet-irreducible bimodules
which contain it, and the set of meet-irreducible bimodules form a
topological space under the hull-kernel topology; moreover, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between closed bimodules and closed sets in the
meet-irreducible space. In fact, the meet-irreducible bimodules in C0(X, K)
are parametrized by the set X_[0, 1)_(0, 1] and are precisely the linear
spaces of the form
Sx, t1 , t2=[ f # C0(X, K): P[0, t2] f (x) P[t1 , 1]=0].
The hull-kernel topology carries over to the parameter set
X_[0, 1)_(0, 1], and a set EX_[0, 1)_(0, 1] is closed in the equiv-
alent topology if and only if
(1) E is closed in the product topology of X_[0, 1)_(0, 1];
(2) if (x, t1 , t2) # E and t1t$1 , t$2t2 , then (x, t$1 , t$2) # E.
Property (2) is called ‘‘subarc containment,’’ and we call this the subarc
topology. It is easy to see this is a T0 topology which is not T1 .
To consider ideals in the algebra C0(X, V), we note that these are
precisely the sub-bimodules of C0(X, K) over C0(X, V) which are con-
tained in C0(X, V). Again the meet-irreducible ideals form a topological
space, homeomorphic to the subspace of triples (x, t1 , t2) in
X_[0, 1)_(0, 1] with t1<t2 , using the same subarc topology. For this
algebra, an ideal is meet-irreducible if and only if it is the kernel of a bounded
representation on Hilbert space whose invariant subspaces form a nest;
these are the so-called n-primitive ideals introduced in [12].
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V. THE FINITE ARC SPACE
Let (C0(Y ), R+, :) be a C*-semidynamical system, where the action : is
given by a jointly continuous semigroup of surjective, proper maps
,t : Y  Y acting freely on Y.
A closed finite arc on Y is a set of points in Y of the form [,s( y): 0st];
since , acts freely, the set of all closed, finite arcs with positive length is
parametrized by pairs [ y, t] in the product Y_(0, ). Note that set con-
tainment on arcs induces a partial order on the parameter set Y_(0, )
whereby [ y1 , t1][ y2 , t2] if and only if [,s( y1): 0st1] is a subset of
[,s( y2): 0st2]; equivalently, [ y1 , t1][ y2 , t2] if and only if
y1=,s( y2) for some 0st2&t1 .
The arc space Y_(0, ) is topologized by defining a set EY_(0, )
to be closed if
(1) E is closed in the product topology of Y_(0, ), and
(2) E contains all the subarcs it dominates; i.e., if [ y1 , t1]
[ y2 , t2] # E, then [ y1 , t1] # E.
That this gives a topology is clear, as the empty set and Y_(0, ) are
closed by definition, and a finite union or arbitrary intersection of closed
sets is again closed. It is easy to see that this space is T0 but not T1 ; in par-
ticular, single points are not closed. We call this the subarc topology on
Y_(0, ).
Thus the subarc closed sets in Y_(0, ) form a lattice under the binary
operations of union (join) and intersection (meet). Recall an element E of
a lattice is said to be join-irreducible if E=E1 _ E2 implies E=E1 or
E=E2 .
Theorem V.1. The subarc closure [ y, t] of a single point in Y_(0, )
is join-irreducible.
Proof. Let [ y, t]=E1 _ E2 for some subarc closed sets E1 , E2 in
Y_(0, ). Since the point [ y, t] is in [ y, t]=E1 _ E2 , this point is in E1
or in E2 , w.l.o.g., say in E1 . Since E1 is subarc closed, the subarc closure
[ y, t] is a subset of E1 , hence E1E1 _ E2=[ y, t]E1 ; consequently
[ y, t]=E1 . K
Note that [ y, t]=[[ y$, t$]: [ y$, t$][ y, t]]; that is, the subarc closure
of a point in the finite arc space is just the set of points it dominates. This
follows from joint continuity of ,, whereby the set above is the continuous
image of a compact set, hence closed in the product topology of Y_(0, ).
Other join-irreducible sets in the arc space Y_(0, ) are obtained by
taking the closure of sets corresponding to infinite arcs. Since [,t : t0] is
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only a semigroup, some care is needed in extending an arc to negative
parameter t.
Definition. An infinite arc is a set of points [ yt : t # I] indexed by a
closed, infinite interval I in R, which satisfy ,s( yt)=ys+t for all t, s+t in
I, and s>0.
By translation, observe every infinite arc can be indexed by an interval
I of the form I+=[0, ), I&=(&, 0] or I\=(&, ). Forward
infinite arcs are always of the form [,t( y): t0] for some y # Y. Backward
infinite arcs always exist, but may not be determined uniquely by the ter-
minus at some y # Y. Namely, for fixed y0 # Y, since ,1 : Y  Y is surjective,
there is a choice of some y&1 # Y with ,1( y&1)=y0 . By induction, for each
integer n>0, there exists a choice of y&n # Y with ,1( y&n)=y&n+1.
Observe that ,k( y&n)=y&n+k for all 0kn. Now for any parameter
value t0, one may write t=&n+s, where n is a non-negative integer
and 0s<1, and define
yt=,s( y&n).
It is easy to see that [ yt : t0] is a backwards infinite arc. This can also
be extended to a double infinite arc [ yt : t # R] by taking yt=,t( y0) for
t0.
So, suppose [ yt : t # R] is a doubly infinite arc. One defines subsets in the
arc space Y_(0, ) corresponding to the closures of the forward, back-
ward and doubly infinite arcs as in the following lemma, and thus obtains
more join-irreducible sets.
Lemma V.2. Let [ yt : t # R] be an arc in Y and define three subsets of
Y_(0, ) corresponding to the forward, backward, and doubly infinite arcs
by
E+= .
t>0
[ y, t]
E&= .
t>0
[ y&t , t]
E\= .
t>0
[ y&t , 2t].
Then the subarc closures E +, E &, and E \ are join-irreducible.
Proof. Consider the case of E\; the other two cases are similar. Let
E \=E1 _ E2 , where E1 and E2 are subarc closed sets. For each integer
n>0, the point [ y&n , 2n] is in E \ and hence [ y&n , 2n] is in E1 or E2 .
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W.l.o.g., for infinitely many n>0 one may assume [ y&n , 2n] is in E1 . Thus
for each real t>0, there exists some integer n>t with [ y&n , 2n] in E1 ;
however, because [ y&t , 2t][ y&n , 2n], by subarc containment, the point
[ y&t , 2t] is in E1 for all t>0. Consequently, E\E1 and since E1 is sub-
arc closed, one has E\E1 . Hence E\=E1 . K
There is evidence to suggest that every join-irreducible set in the lattice
of subarc closed subsets of Y_(0, ) is either a finite or infinite arc
closure. We are unable to prove this purely topological conjecture;
however, for sets bounded in a certain sense, we can say something more
concrete. We begin with some useful technical lemmas.
Lemma V.3. Let 3 be a set in Y_(0, ) which is open in the product
topology. Then the smallest set in Y_(0, ) containing 3 which is open in
the subarc topology is
3 =[[ y, t]: [ y, t] & 3{<].
Proof. The point set complement of 3 is the set E=[[ y, t]:
[ y, t] & 3=<], which clearly contains all subarc closed subsets disjoint
from 3; hence it suffices to show that E is subarc closed.
Observe first that if [ yn , tn] is a sequence of points in E converging in
the product topology to some [ y, t], one must have [ y, t] in E. For if not,
then [ y, t] & 3{<, so there exists some point [,s( y), t$] # 3, with
0st&t$. Write t$=t&= for some =s0, and consequently
[,s( yn), tn&=] converges to the the point [,s( y), t$] in the open set 3, so
for n sufficiently large, [,s( yn), tn&=] is in 3. But [,s( yn), tn&=]
[ yn , tn] since 0s=, so [ yn , tn] has non-empty intersection with 3,
contradicting [ yn , tn] # E. Thus in fact [ y, t] is in E, so the set E is closed
in the product topology.
To see that E satisfies subarc containment, let [ y$, t$][ y, t] # E. Then
[ y$, t$] & 3[ y, t] & 3=<, so in fact [ y$, t$] is in E. Thus E is a subarc
closed set. K
The next result is a separation property of the semigroup action.
Lemma V.4. Let [ y0 , t0] and [ y1 , t1] be two points in the arc space
Y_(0, ) with t1t0 and [ y1 , t1] [ y0 , t0]. Then there exists some =>0
and open sets Y0 and Y1 in Y containing points y0 and y1 respectively, such
that
(1) ,t(Y0) & Y1=<, all 0tt0&t1+=,
(2) Y0 & ,t(Y1)=<, all 0t=.
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Proof. Fix a metric on Y and for each integer n>0, let Y ni be the open
ball about point yi of radius 1n. If condition (1) fails, then for each n there
exist points yn0 , y
n
1 in Y
n
0 , Y
n
1 respectively, and some number tn in the range
0tnt0&t1+1n with
,tn( y
n
0)=y
n
1 .
By restricting to a subsequence, one may assume the sequence tn converges
to a point t with 0tt0&t1 . Since the balls Y ni shrink to the points yi ,
take limits as n tends to infinity to conclude
,t( y0)=y1 ,
for some 0tt0&t1 , contradicting that [ y1 , t1] [ y0 , t0].
Similarly, if condition (2) fails, one can build similar sequences in Y n0 and
Y n1 and conclude in the limit that
y0=,0( y1),
which says that y0=y1 . Combining with the fact t1t0 shows [ y1 , t1]
[ y0 , t0], contradicting the assumptions of the lemma. Intersecting
appropriate balls will yield open sets that satisfy both conditions. K
We say a set E in Y_(0, ) is bounded above if there exists an upper
bound on the value of t, for all [ y, t] in E. For compact spaces, it is rather
easy to prove that the join-irreducible closed sets which are bounded above
take the special form mentioned in Theorem V.1.
Theorem V.5. Let Y be compact, and suppose E is a non-empty subarc
closed subset of Y_(0, ) which is bounded above. If E is join-irreducible,
then E=[ y, t] for some point [ y, t] in the arc space.
Proof. Since E is bounded above, it has a least upper bound t0>0, so
choose a sequence [ yn , tn] in E with tn converging to t0 . By compactness
of Y, one may restrict to a subsequence and assume yn converges to some
point y0 in Y. As E is closed, observe [ y0 , t0] is also in E. We will show
E=[ y0 , t0].
Clearly, [ y0 , t0] is a subset of E; to show equality, suppose [ y1 , t1] is
an element of E with [ y1 , t1]  [ y0 , t0]. We claim one can find sets 30 and
31 containing points [ y0 , t0] and [ y1 , t1] respectively, which are open in
product topology of Y_(0, ), such that the intersection E & 3 0 & 3 1 is
empty, where 3 i is the subarc open set defined in Lemma V.3. Thus the sets
E0=E"3 0 and E"3 1 are each subarc closed, not equal to E, and
E=E0 _ E1 , contradicting join-irreducibility. So by contradiction, one
must have the equality [ y0 , t0]=E.
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To construct sets 30 and 31 , with the required properties, observe that
since t0 is a least upper bound for E, one has t1t0 , as well as by assump-
tion, [ y1 , t1] [ y0 , t0]. Thus one applies Lemma V.4 to obtain open sets
Y0 , Y1 in Y containing y0 and y1 respectively, and =>0, satisfying the con-
ditions of the lemma. Define open sets in Y_(0, ) by
3i=Yi_(ti&=, ti+=), i=0, 1.
Clearly these open sets contain the necessary points [ y0 , t0] and [ y1 , t1]
respectively.
To see that the intersection E & 3 0 & 3 1 is empty, suppose to the con-
trary that the point [ y, t] is in E & 3 0 & 3 1 . Thus [ y, t] is a point in E
with [ y, t] & 3i{<. That is, there are numbers s$, s" and t$, t" with
[,s$( y), t$] # Y0_(t0&=, t0+=), some 0s$t&t$,
and
[,s"( y), t"] # Y1_(t1&=, t1+=), some 0s"t&t".
In particular, t$ is within = of t0 , while t" is within = of t1 ; since t0 is a
bound on E, observe tt0 , hence one has
0s$t&t$t0&(t0&=)=
and
0s"t&t"t0&(t1&=)t0&t1+=.
Now if s$s", note by the above inequalities, 0s"&s$t0&t1+=, and
z=,s$( y) is in Y0 , while the point ,s"&s$(z)=,s"( y) is in Y1 , so
,s"&s$(Y0) & Y1 is non-empty, contradicting condition (1) in Lemma V.4.
On the other hand, if s"s$, then 0s$&s"=, and the point w=,s"( y)
in in Y1 , while ,s$&s"(w)=,s$( y) is in Y0 , so ,s$&s"(Y1) & Y0 is non-empty,
contradicting condition (2) of the lemma. Hence one concludes that no
such point [ y, t] exists in the intersection E & 3 0 & 3 1 , so this set is
empty. K
Remark. It is worth noting that the only place compactness of the
space Y is used in the above proof is where we find a point [ y, t] in E with
maximal value for t ; thus any join-irreducible set which achieves its maxi-
mal value for t is of the form [ y, t], even when Y is only locally compact.
We use this observation in the proof of Corollary V.10 below.
Unbounded join-irreducible sets in the arc space can of course be
obtained via the closures of infinite arcs, as in Theorem V.2. One special
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case worth noting is when orbits are dense; in this case, there is only one
unbounded join-irreducible set.
Theorem V.6. Suppose Y is compact, and every forward infinite arc in Y
is dense in Y. Then the only unbounded join-irreducible subarc closed set in
the arc space is Y_(0, ).
Proof. Let [ yn , tn] be a sequence of points in an unbounded join-
irreducible subarc closed set E such that the tn increase without bound. By
restricting to a subsequence, one may assume the yn converge to some
point y0 in Y. Given any t>0, for n sufficiently large one has [ yn , t]
[ yn , tn] so by subarc containment, eventually [ yn , t] is in E ; taking limits
as n goes to infinity, by closedness conclude [ y0 , t] is in E, for any t>0.
For any point [ y, t] in the arc space, observe by density of infinite arcs,
there exists a sequence of numbers sn>0 with ,sn( y0) converging to y.
Since [,sn( y0), t][ y0 , t+sn], where [ y0 , t+sn] is in E, by subarc con-
tainment, [,sn( y0), t] is also in E, as is its limit [ y, t]. Thus E contains all
points in the arc space, so
E=Y_(0, ). K
With some additional work, we can describe the bounded join-
irreducible subarc closed sets for the case where Y is non-compact. We may
summarize the development of these ideas as follows. First, we prove that
the point at infinity in the non-compact space Y can be separated by the
action. Next, we show when an arc in a closed set can be extended to a
maximal arc. Finally, we observe that a bounded join-irreducible subarc
closed set always achieves its least upper bound. Thus the proof of
Theorem V.5 can be applied to show any bounded join-irreducible subarc
closed set is of the form [ y, t], where t is maximal for the set. The details
are as follows.
Lemma V.7. Suppose Y is a non-compact, locally compact space,
[ y1 , t1] is a point in the arc space Y_(0, ), and T>0. Then there exists
some =>0 and open sets Y0 and Y1 with the complement of Y0 compact and
y1 # Y1 , such that
(1) ,t(Y0) & Y1=<, for all 0tT,
(2) Y0 & ,t(Y1)=<, for all 0t=.
Proof. One may think of Y0 as an open set around the point infinity in
Y. As in the proof of Lemma V.5, for each integer n>0, choose open sets
Y n0 and Y
n
1 about infinity and y1 respectively, which shrink down in the
limit to those respective points. To be precise, let Y n0 be a decreasing
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sequence of open sets with compact complement such that  Y n0 =<, and
Y n1 an open ball about y1 of radius 1n in some fixed metric.
If condition (1) fails, then for each integer n>0 there exist points yn0 and
yn1 in Y
n
0 and Y
n
1 respectively, and some real tn in the range 0tnT with
,tn( y
n
0)=y
n
1 .
By restricting to a subsequence, one may assume the real sequence tn con-
verges to some number t in the range 0tT. Letting K denote the com-
pact set obtained as the closure in Y of the sequence yn1 , observe the set
K$=[,s(k): k # K, 0sT ] is the continuous image of a compact set,
hence also compact. Now ,T ( yn0)=,T&tn(,tn( y
n
0))=,T&tn( y
n
1) so the point
yn0 is in the set ,
&1
T (K$), which is compact since ,T is proper. By again
restricting to a subsequence, one may assume the yn0 converge to some y0
in Y, contradicting our choice of Y n0 (i.e. contradicting y
n
0 converges to
infinity). Thus condition (1) must hold for some choice of open sets.
Similarly, if condition (2) fails, then there exist points zn0 and z
n
1 in Y
n
0
and Y n1 respectively, and some real sn in the range 0sn1n with
zn0=,sn(z
n
1).
Taking limits as n goes to infinity shows, by joint continuity, that lim zn0=
z1 , again contradicting that zn0 converges to infinity. Thus condition (2)
must hold for some choice of open sets. Intersect open sets to obtain (1)
and (2) simultaneously. K
Lemma V.8. Let E be a subarc closed set in Y_(0, ) and [ y0 , t0] a
point in E. Let S=[[ y, t] # E : [ y, t][ y0 , t0]]. If S is bounded above (in
parameter t), then S has a maximal element. That is, there exists some
[ y*, t*] in S such that no larger [ y, t]>[ y*, t*] exists in S.
Proof. Note that S is a non-empty, partially ordered set, so one may
apply Zorn’s Lemma. Suppose C=[[ yi , ti]]i # I is a linearly ordered chain
in S over some index set I. For any [ yi , ti] in C, the condition [ yi , ti]
[ y0 , t0] implies tit0 and there exists some 0siti&t0 with
,si ( yi)=y0 .
Since ,t is one-to-one along arcs, if [ yi , ti][ yj , tj], then
,sj&si ( yj)=yi , where 0sj&sitj&ti .
Now the parameters [ti]i # I are bounded above by assumption, so there
exists t*< with ti  t* as i  ; indeed, this is a non-decreasing chain
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of reals. Similarly, there exists s* with si  s* as i  , again non-decreas-
ing. Notice for all i that the point ,s*( yi)=,s*&si (,si ( yi))=,s*&si ( y0) is in
the compact set K=[,s( y0): 0ss*] and so yi is in the compact set
,&1s* (K), thus by restricting to a subchain, one may assume the yi converge
to some y* in Y as i  . Hence [ y*, t*]=lim[ yi , ti] is an element of the
closed set E.
To see that [ y*, t*] is an upper bound for the chain C, let j   in the
formula
,sj&si ( yj)=yi , where 0sj&sitj&ti ,
to obtain by joint continuity of , that
,s*&si ( y*)=yi , where 0s*&sit*&ti .
This is precisely the statement that [ yi , ti][ y*, t*] for all i in I; in par-
ticular [ y0 , t0][ y*, t*], and so the point [ y*, t*] is an element of S
which is an upper bound for C.
Apply Zorn’s Lemma to conclude S has a maximal element. K
Theorem V.9. Let E be a non-empty, join-irreducible subarc closed set in
Y_(0, ) which is bounded above. Then E achieves its maximum t value.
That is, there exists some [ y*, t*] in E with t*t for all [ y, t] in E.
Proof. Let t* denote the supremum of the set [t: [ y, t] # E]; by
assumption, t* is finite. By Lemma V.8, every arc in E sits inside a maximal
one; thus either one can find some maximal arc [ y*, t*] in E, so E
achieves its maximum, or choose a sequence of maximal arcs [ yn , tn] in E
with the parameters tn strictly increasing to t*. If some subsequence of the
yn converge to a point y*, then by closedness, the point [ y*, t*] is in E,
and again E has achieved its maximum.
We claim that such a subsequence must always exist. For if no sub-
sequence of the yn converges, then Y is non-compact, and the yn ‘‘con-
verge’’ to infinity. Notice since the arcs [ yn , tn] are maximal, if m<n then
[ ym , tm] 3 [ yn , tn] and thus one can apply Lemma V.7 to the arc
[ y1 , t1] with T=t*+1 and choosing =<1, to obtain open sets Y0 and Y1
with the complement of Y0 compact, y1 in Y1 , satisfying conditions (1) and
(2) of the lemma. Construct two open sets in the product Y_(0, ) via
30=Y0_(t*&=, t*+=),
and
31=Y1_(t1&=, t1+=).
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Note that the set E & 3 0 & 3 1 is empty, where the 3 i are subarc open
sets as constructed in Lemma V.3. To see this, suppose to the contrary that
the point [ y, t] is in E & 3 0 & 3 1 . Thus [ y, t] is a point in E with
[ y, t] & 3i{<, for i=0, 1. That is, there are numbers s$, s" and t$, t"
with
[,s$ ( y), t$] # Y0_(t*&=, t*+=), some 0s$t&t$
and
[,s" ( y), t"] # Y1_(t1&=, t1+=), some 0s"t&t".
In particular, t$ is within = of t*, while t" is within = of t1 ; since t* is a
bound on E, observe that tt*, hence one has
0s$t&t$t*&(t*&=)=
and
0s"t&t"t*&(t1&=)T.
Now if s$s", note by the above inequalities, 0s"&s$T, and z=,s$( y)
is in Y0 , while the point ,s"&s$(z)=,s"( y) is in Y1 , so ,s"&s$(Y0) & Y1 is
non-empty, contradicting condition (1) in Lemma V.7. On the other hand,
if s"s$, then 0s$&s"=, and the point w=,s"( y) is in Y1 , while
,s$&s"(w)=,s$ ( y) is in Y0 , so ,s$&s"(Y1) & Y0 is non-empty, contradicting
condition (2) of the lemma. Hence one concludes that no such point [ y, t]
exists in the intersection E & 3 0 & 3 1 , so this set is empty.
Thus, set E0=E"3 0 and E1=E"3 1 to obtain two subarc closed sets
with E=E0 _ E1 . Clearly E{E1 since the point [ y1 , t1] is in the open set
31 . On the other hand, since Y0 is an open set about infinity, for n suf-
ficiently large, eventually the point yn is in Y0 , while tn is eventually in
(t*&=, t*+=), so [ yn , tn] is in 30 for n large, and consequently not in E0 .
So E=E0 _ E1 with E{E0 , E1 , contradicting join-irreducibility of E.
From this contradiction, one concludes a convergent subsequence of the
yn always exists, and thus E achieves its maximal t value. K
Corollary V.10. Let E be a non-empty subarc closed subset of
Y_(0, ) which is bounded above. If E is join-irreducible, then E=[ y, t]
for some point [ y, t] in the arc space.
Proof. By the theorem, E contains a point [ y*, t*] with t*t for all
[ y, t] in E. Now apply the proof of Theorem V.5, as noted in the remark
following that theorem, to conclude E=[ y*, t*]. K
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VI. IDEALS OF THE CONTINUOUS CROSSED PRODUCT
Let (C0(Y ), R+, :) be a C*-semidynamical system, where the action : is
given by a jointly continuous semigroup of surjective proper maps
,t : Y  Y which act freely. As mentioned in the last section, for any point
y in Y one can find a doubly infinite arc #=[ yt : t # R] of points in Y
satisfying
(1) y0=y
(2) ,s( yt)=ys+t , t # R, s0.
Define a representation ?# of the algebra K(R+, C0(Y )) on L2(R) by the
formula
(?#(F )!)(t)=|

0
Fs( yt&s) !(t&s) ds,
where F # K(R+, C0(Y )), ! # L2(R), t # R. Clearly ?# is a linear map; it is
multiplicative since the points yt form an arc under ,, and thus ?# is an
algebra representation. To see that ?# is bounded, observe that for any
t # R, the compression of ?# to the invariant subspace L2[t, ] is unitarily
equivalent via a translation on R to the representation obtained by induc-
ing up the irreducible representation ?yt of C0(Y ) given by evaluation of
functions at the point yt . Thus, for all F in K(R+, C0(Y )),
&?#(F )&=sup
t # R
&?~ yt(F )&&F&.
Since the subspace L2[t, ] is invariant under ?# for each t # R, the
compression of ?# to any interval L2[t1 , t2] is again a bounded algebra
representation. For an arc # passing through the point y=y0 , the compres-
sion to L2[0, t] yields a representation ?[ y, t] of K(R+, C0(Y )) on L2[0, t]
defined by
(?[ y, t](F )!)(u)=|
u
0
Fu&v(,v( y)) !(v) dv,
where F # K(R+, C0(Y )), ! # L2[0, t], u # [0, t]. In particular, the operator
?[ y, t](F ) is HilbertSchmidt, with continuous kernel K[u, v]=
Fu&v(,v( y)). Compressing to any other interval L2[t1 , t2] gives a represen-
tation unitarily equivalent to ?[ yt1, t2&t1] .
Note that the representation ?[ y, t] is supported on the arc of points
[,s( y): 0st]&[ y, t] in the sense that if F # K(R+, C0(Y)) satisfies
Fu=0 on the arc [,s( y): 0st] for all u0, then ?[ y, t](F )=0. More
precisely, it is sufficient for F to be in the kernel of ?[ y, t] that Fu=0 on the
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subarcs [,s( y): 0st&u]&[ y, t&u] for all ut. Abusing notation
slightly, let ?# and ?[ y, t] denote also the extension of the representations
to the completed algebra C0(Y ) < R+. We call ?# the natural representation
of C0(Y ) < R+ supported on the infinite arc #, and ?[ y, t] the natural
representation of C0(Y ) < R+ supported on the finite arc [ y, t].
Theorem VI. 1. The image of C0(Y ) < R+ under ?[ y, t] is the lower tri-
angular Volterra algebra on L2[0, t], that is, the algebra of compact
operators on L2[0, t] leaving invariant L2[s, t] for all 0st.
Proof. For each F # K(R+, C0(Y)), the operator ?[ y, t] is
HilbertSchmidt with continuous kernel K[u, v]=Fu&v(,v( y)) and thus is
compact; since K[u, v]=0 for u<v, the operator is lower triangular and
hence in the Volterra algebra. By freeness of the action ,s , the map of the
compact interval [0, t] onto an arc in Y given by s [ ,s( y) is a
homeomorphism, and thus the set of HilbertSchmidt kernels obtained is
dense in the set of lower triangular continuous kernels. Taking norm
closures yields the whole Volterra algebra. K
We now pursue the notion that the finite arcs determine ideals of the
algebra C0(Y ) < R+. For any subset IC0(Y) < R+, define its hull to be
the subset of the arc space Y_(0, ) given by
hull(I )=[[ y, t] # Y_(0, ) : ?[ y, t] (I )=0].
Conversely, for any subset E of the arcspace Y_(0, ), define its kernel to
be the subset of C0(Y ) < R+ given by
ker(E )=[F # C0(Y) < R+: ?[ y, t](F )=0, al [ y, t] # E].
Theorem VI.2. Let (C0(Y ), R+, :) be a C*-semidynamical system
obtained via suspension from a continuous, proper, surjective, free map
,: X  X. Then I=ker(hull(I )) for any closed, two-sided ideal I in
C0(Y ) < R+.
Proof. By definition, Iker(hull(I )). To show equality, suppose on
the contrary that I{ker(hull(I )). Observe that both I and ker(hull(I ))
are closed two-sided ideals, as are their images J1=\(I ) and
J2=\(ker(hull(I ))), where \ is the isometric isomorphism of C0(Y ) < R+
into C0(X, K) <0 Z+, with J1{J2. By Theorem III.7, the ideals J 1 and J 2
in C0(X, K) <0 Z+ are determined by their nth order projections
Jin=Pn(J
i). Thus for some integer n0, one has J 1n {J
2
n . Recall that each
Jin is a submodule of C0(X, K) over C0(X, V), which by Theorem IV.3 is
determined by its fibres over X, so there exists some x # X with J 1n, x{J
2
n, x .
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Since the J in, x are submodules of K over V, by Corollary IV.2, (and the
fact that J 1n, xJ
2
n, x), there exist projections P[t1, 1] and P[0, t2]) in
L[0, 1], 0t1<1, 0<t21, such that
P[0, t2]J
1
n, xP[t1, 1]=0
and
P[0, t2]J
2
n, x P[t1, 1]{0.
Let yt(x, t1) # X_[0, 1]t be a point in Y, where t=n+t2&t1 . Then
by the following lemma,
?[ y, t] (I )=0
while
?[ y, t](ker(hull(I ))){0.
That is, the first line says [ y, t] # hull(I ) while the second line states
[ y, t]  hull(I ), a contradiction. Thus, it must be that I=ker(hull(I )).
Lemma VI.3. Let [ y, t] be a point in the arc space Y_(0, ). Choose
(x, t1) # X_[0, 1) with yt(x, t1) and t2 # (0, 1] such that n=(t+t1)&t2 is
an integer. Then for any ideal I in C0(Y ) < R+, one has
?[ y, t](I )=0 if and only if P[0, t2]\(I )n, x P[t1, 1]=0.
Proof. Figure 1 represents a coordinate frame for the lower triangular
matrix that appears in the representation of a function F in K(R+, C0(Y )).
The diagonal line corresponds to an arc in Y, or equivalently, in
X_[0, 1]t; the shaded region represents the compression of the
operator to our intervals of interest.
A straightforward calculation shows for any F # K(R+, C0(Y )), the
HilbertSchmidt operator P[0, t2] \(F )n, x P[t1, 1] , considered as a linear
operator from L2[t1 , 1] to L2[0, t2] is unitarily equivalent via the obvious
translation of coordinates to the operator P[t&t2, t] ?[ y, t](F) P[0, 1&t1] map-
ping L2[0, 1&t1] to L2[t&t2 , t]. Thus by continuity of these linear maps,
P[0, t2] \(I )n, x P[t1, 1]=0 if and only if P[t&t2, t] ?[ y, t](I ) P[0, 1&t1]=0.
However, the image of C0(Y ) < R+ under ?[ y, t] is just the Volterra
algebra, and since P[t&t2, t] and P
=
[0, 1&t1] are invariant, one notes the ideal
?[ y, t](I ) in the Volterra algebra is zero if and only if P[t&t2, t] ?[ y, t](I )
P[0, 1&t1]=0, thus establishing the lemma and Theorem VI.2. K
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Figure 1
Theorem VI.4. Let (C0(Y ), R+, :) be a C*-semidynamical system
obtained via suspension from a continuous, proper, surjective, free map
,: X  X. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed two-
sided ideals in C0(Y ) < R+ and subarc closed subsets of the finite arc space
Y_(0, ), given by the hull and kernel maps.
Proof. We note the hull maps subsets of C0(Y ) < R+ to subarc closed
subsets of Y_(0, ), for if F # K(R+, C0(Y )), the map [ y, t] [ ?[ y, t](F )
is weak operator continuous, since the HilbertSchmidt kernels vary con-
tinuously in the L2-square sense. By boundedness, [ y, t] [ ?[ y, t](F ) is
weakly continuous for any F in C0(Y ) < R+, hence hull(F ) is closed in the
product topology on Y_(0, ). Moreover, if [ y$, t$] is a subarc of [ y, t],
then ?[ y$, t$] is a compression of ?[ y, t] and so ?[ y, t](F )=0 implies
?[ y$, t$](F )=0. Hence hull(F ) is closed in the subarc topology. The intersec-
tion of sets hull(F ) is thus also subarc closed, so the hull map takes ideals
to subarc closed subsets.
By the previous theorem, every ideal is the kernel of some arc closed set
in Y_(0, ), namely hull(I ); to show one-to-one correspondence, it
remains to show every subarc closed set in Y_(0, ) is the hull of some
ideal.
So, let E be an arc closed subset of Y_(0, ). By the following lemma,
for any [ y, t]  E there exists some F[ y, t] # ker(E) with ?[ y, t](F[ y, t]){0.
Let I be the closed ideal generated by the set [F[ y, t] : [ y, t]  E]ker(E).
Certainly hull(I )$E, but by construction, for any [ y, t]  E, there is some
F in I with ?[ y, t](F ){0, thus [ y, t]  hull(I ). Consequently, hull(I )=E, so
the hull map is onto the collection of closed sets. K
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Lemma VI.5. Let E be a subarc closed subset of Y_(0, ) and
[ y0 , t0]  E. Then there exists some element F # C0(Y) < R+ in ker(E) with
?[ y0, t0] (F ){0.
Proof. In fact, we will choose F in K(R+, Cc(Y )). Let O1 be a compact
neighbourhood of y0 in Y and O2 a compact neighbourhood of t0 in R+
such that O1 _O2 is disjoint from the closed set E. Let g, h be continuous,
non-negative functions on Y, R+ respectively, with supports in O1 and O2 ,
and g( y0)=1, h(t0)=1.
Set
Ft( y)=h(t) g( y).
Now ?[ y0, t0](F ) is a HilbertSchmidt operator on L
2[0, t0] with con-
tinuous kernel given by K[u, v]=h(u&v) g(,v( y0)); note K[t0 , 0]=
h(t0) g( y0)=1 so by continuity, one observes ?[ y0, t0](F ){0.
To see that F is in ker(E), observe ?[ y, t](F ) is a HilbertSchmidt
operator on L2[0, t] with continuous kernel K[u, v]=h(u&v) g(,v( y)). If
this operator is non-zero, then h(u&v) g(,v( y)){0 for some 0u, vt.
Thus ,v( y) # O1 and u&v # O2 so the pair [,v( y), u&v] is in O1 _O2 and
hence not in E. But [,v( y), u&v][ y, u][ y, t], consequently by sub-
arc containment of E, one concludes [ y, t]  E.
Thus, [ y, t] # E implies ?[ y, t](F )=0, so F is in ker(E ). K
Thus we have a correspondence between ideals of C0(Y) < R+ and sub-
arc closed sets in Y_(0, ). The set of ideals forms a lattice under the
binary operations of closed linear span (join) and intersection (meet). We
have immediately the following.
Corollary VI.6. The hull and kernel maps give an anti-isomorphism
between the lattices of ideals in C0(Y ) < R+ and subarc closed subsets of
Y_(0, ). Namely, for any two ideals I1 , I2 , one has
hull(I1+I2)=hull(I1) & hull(I2)
hull(I1 & I2)=hull(I1) _ hull(I2).
Moreover, for any two subarc closed subsets E1 , E2 , one has
ker(E1 _ E2)=ker(E1) & ker(E2)
ker(E1 & E2)=ker(E1)+ker(E2).
By this anti-isomorphism of lattices, we conclude there is a one-to-one
correspondence between join-irreducible closed sets in Y_(0, ) and
meet-irreducible ideals in C0(Y ) < R+. (where meet-irreducible is the dual
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notion, namely an ideal I is meet-irreducible if I=I1 & I2 implies either
I=I1 or I=I2). Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem VI.7. Let (C0(Y ), R+, :) be a C*-semidynamical system
obtained via suspension from a continuous, proper, surjective, free map
,: X  X. Let I=ker(?#) where ?# is the natural representation of
C0(Y ) < R+ supported on a finite or infinite arc #. Then I is a meet-
irreducible ideal.
Proof. Note that hull(I ) is just the closure of the set of subarcs of the
given arc, hence by Theorems V.1 and V.2, hull(I ) is join-irreducible, and
so I is meet-irreducible. K
We suspect every meet-irreducible ideal is the kernel of a natural
representation supported on some (possibly infinite) arc, thus there should
be a one-to-one correspondence between meet-irreducible ideals and arc
closures on Y; as it stands, we only have the result in one direction. Inter-
estingly, by the anti-isomorphism of the lattices, this reduces to a purely
topological question about the arc space, as noted in Section V. It remains
an open question as to how to characterize intrinsically the meet-
irreducible ideals corresponding to bounded sets in the arc space.
By Corollary V.10, such bounded meet-irreducible ideals are in one-to-
one correspondence with points in the finite arc space Y_(0, ). Thus the
subarc topology can be carried over to this set of ideals, and we have
immediately the following.
Corollary VI.8. The set of meet-irreducible ideals corresponding to
finite arcs can be topologized via the subarc topology. Thus there is a one-to-
one correspondence between closed sets in this subset of meet-irreducible
ideals and closed two-sided ideals in C0(Y) < R+.
From Theorem VI.2, it is trivial to verify that the ideal corresponding to
a closed set in the space of bounded meet-irreducible ideals is just the inter-
section of all the ideals in the set; conversely, the closed set corresponding
to a given ideal is just the collection of all bounded meet-irreducible ideals
containing it.
In fact, a more natural algebraic result may be stated. Let M denote the
set of all meet-irreducible, proper ideals in a Banach algebra A. Define a
map ‘‘ker’’ from subsets of M to ideals in A by
ker(S)= ,
I # S
I,
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and a map ‘‘hull’’ from subsets of A to subsets of M by
hull(S)=[m # M: m$S].
For any subset S of M, let S =hull(ker(S)).
Theorem VI.9. Let (C0(Y ), R+, :) be a C*-semidynamical system
obtained via suspension from a continuous, proper, surjective, free map
,: X  X. Then the map S  S is a closure operation on the set M of meet-
irreducible, proper ideals in C0(Y ) < R+, hence M is a topological space in
the hull-kernel topology. Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between closed sets in M and two-sided ideals in C0(Y ) < R+ given by the
hull and kernel maps.
Proof. We must show that S  S verifies four requirements for a
closure operation, namely Kuratowski’s axioms:
(1) <=< ;
(2) SS , for any SM;
(3) S=S , when S=S$, for some S$M; and
(4) S1 _ S2=S1 _ S2.
Requirements (1), (2), and (3) follow immediately from definition, as
does one half of (4), namely S1 _ S2S1 _ S2. To see the reverse contain-
ment, observe first that if one restricts the closure operation to the subset
M0 of meet-irreducible ideals corresponding to finite arcs, then the subarc
topology is obtained (which really is a topology), so the map S  S & M0
is a closure operation on M0 .
Now let m # M be an element of S1 _ S2, which means
m$ker(S1 _ S2)=ker(S1) & ker(S2).
If m$ # M0 is any meet-irreducible ideal corresponding to some finite arc,
and m$ m, then
m$ ker(S1 _ S2)=ker(S1) & ker(S2);
since S  S is a closure operation on M0 , it follows that m$ # S1 _ S2.
Define ideals I1=[m$ # M0 : m$ # S1, m$ m] and I2=[m$ # M0 :
m$ # S2, m$$m]. Since every m$ m is either in S1 or S2 , it is clear that
, [m$ # M0 : m$$m]=I1 & I2 .
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On the other hand, by Theorem VI.2, every ideal (in particular m) is deter-
mined by the meet-irreducible ideals in M0 containing it, thus
m=I1 & I2 .
By meet-irreducibility, m=Ii for either i=1 or 2, consequently
m=,[m$ # M0 : m$ ker(Si) and m$ m],
which implies m$ker(Si), so m is in S1 _ S2 . K
Corollary VI.10. The subspace M0 of meet-irreducible ideals corre-
sponding to bounded arcs is homeomorphic to the arc space Y_(0, ) in the
subarc topology.
Remark. This last theorem can be thought of as a generalization of the
well-known result for C*-algebras, where the set of primitive ideals is a
topological space under the hull-kernel (Jacobson) topology, and there is
a one-to-one correspondence between between closed sets in the primitive
ideal space and closed two-sided ideals in the C*-algebra. The space of
meet-irreducible ideals for a nonselfadjoint algebra is much richer, and in
the above case, provides a good description of the ideal structure. Unfor-
tunately, unless we have additional information about the algebra (such as
in the example of the next section), we do not obtain an intrinsic charac-
terization of the subspace M0 .
VII. IDEALS OF THE IRRATIONAL FLOW ALGEBRA
Let T 2 be the compact two-torus, with the continuous group action of
R given by irrational flow; to be precise, fix an irrational number 0<%<1,
identify T 2 as a product of two copies of [0, 1] modulo 1, and let
,t( y1 , y2)=( y1+t, y2+%t) modulo 1.
This continuous flow is just the suspension of the irrational rotation by %
on the one torus; since % is irrational, the action is free, and every infinite
arc is dense. We may now apply the results of the preceding sections to
conclude the following results.
Theorem VII.1. Let C(T 2) < R+ be the semicrossed product obtained
from an irrational flow on the two-torus. Then
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between two-sided closed
ideals in C(T 2) < R+ and subarc closed sets in T 2_ (0, ) given by the hull
and kernel maps;
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(2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between non-zero meet-
irreducible ideals I in C(T 2) < R+ and finite arcs [,s( y): 0st]&[ y, t]
on T 2 given by
I=ker ?[ y, t] ;
(3) The zero ideal is meet-irreducible, and 0=ker ?# , for any infinite
arc #; in particular, ?# is faithful;
(4) every ideal equals the intersection of the meet-irreducible ideals
containing it.
Proof. Statement (1) is just a restatement of Theorem VI.4. Statement
(2) and (3) follow from Corollary VI.6, for there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between meet-irreducible ideals in C(T 2) < R+ and join-
irreducible closed sets in T 2_(0, ); by Theorem V.5, the bounded join-
irreducible sets are subarc closures of points [ y, t] in the arc space, so the
corresponding meet-irreducible ideal is ker ?[ y, t] , which is non-zero. By
Theorem V.6, the only unbounded join-irreducible set is the whole space
T 2_(0, ), whose corresponding meet-irreducible ideal is of course the
zero ideal. By Theorem V.2, the infinite arc # gives a meet-irreducible ideal;
by unboundedness, it must be the zero ideal. Statement (4) is a restatement
of Theorem VI.2, noting that every ideal is of the form I=ker(hull(I )), and
thus equal to the intersection of the (bounded) meet-irreducible ideals con-
taining it. K
It is a curious fact that the space T 2_(0, ) in the subarc topology can
be extracted directly from the algebra C(T 2) < R+. Namely, let M0 denote
the set of non-zero meet-irreducible ideals in the lattice of closed, two-sided
ideals in C(T 2) < R+; equivalently, these are the meet-irreducible ideals
corresponding to bounded sets in the arc space, as described in
Corollary VI.10, so we have an intrinsic characterization of M0 . The kernel
and hull maps of Theorem VI.9 can be restricted to the subset M0 of non-
zero ideals in M. Thus, for any subset S of M0 , let S =hull(ker(S)) & M0 .
Theorem VII.2. The map S [ S is a closure operation, so the set M0 is
a topological space in the hull-kernel topology. Moreover, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between closed sets in M0 and two-sided ideals in
C(T 2) < R+ given by the hull and kernel maps.
Proof. Observe that the one-to-one correspondence between non-zero
meet-irreducible ideals and arcs gives a bijection between M0 and the set
T 2_(0, ); by definition, the hull and kernel maps (on M0 and on
T 2_(0, )) commute with this bijection. Thus, this is just a restatement
of the fact that the hull-kernel closure on M0 corresponds to the subarc
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closure in T 2_(0, ), which does give a topology. The one-to-one corre-
spondence between closed sets in M0 and ideals is a restatement of
Theorem VII.1. K
From this proof we have immediately the following.
Corollary VII.3. The topological space M0 of non-zero meet-
irreducible ideals in C(T 2) < R+ is homeomorphic to the arc space
T 2_(0, ) with the subarc topology.
Remark. It is appropriate to think of Theorem VII.1 as a generalization
of the Effros-Hahn result for C*-dynamical systems, where arc closures,
rather than group orbit closures, are in one-to-one correspondence with a
distinguished class of ideals; moreover, this distinguished class is rich
enough to describe all ideals via intersections. Theorem VII.2 states that
the set of non-zero meet-irreducible ideals behaves very much like the
primitive ideal space for a C*-algebra; namely, each is a topological space
under the natural hull-kernel topology, and there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between closed sets in the space and ideals in the corresponding
algebra.
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